
— task seating
sit clever - work better

The workplace is changing which makes it more 
important than ever to provide the right kind and 
mix of seating. To help you create the most versatile, 
adaptable and engaging spaces of today.

WORKSTATION VS WORKSPACE
Traditional desks and individual workspaces are being pushed aside 
for break out spaces, work pods and some of the most engaging 
areas to work in that we’ve ever seen. However it is not time to say 
goodbye to the task chair just yet, there is still a time and a place when 
we need to sit down, get our heads down and concentrate on the task 
at hand.

THE CLEVER WORKPLACE
The best workspaces are those that provide the right combination 
of seating areas to suit the individual workforce. The more versatile, 
adaptable and engaging the space, then the more productive the team. 
Workspaces must promote communication, networking and collabo-
ration and here at Nomique we provide the right tool kit to create the 
best space for your team.

SIT CLEVER - WORK BETTER
Our range of task seating aims to please everyone, with multiple 
options for every chair and lots of ways to personalise each design for 
the individual. Our bespoke seating gives the user a comfortable and 
inspiring environment to work in.

With the above as well as plenty of ergonomic features and easy adjust-
ment our task seating helps to boost productivity in the workforce by 
helping them to “sit clever”.
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— Tally 
a different look

Adjustment should be easy and functionality 
should be standard. This partnered with style 
and consistency make Tally a popular choice 
for the ever evolving workplace.

TALLY - FUNCTIONAL STYLE 

For a different shape, style and level of  functionality many pick Tally 
as their number one task seating choice. 

Tally’s squared design suits all contempory office spaces and with 
the modular selection of features it is easy to create a chair for the 
individual whilst still keeping a consistent look and feel through the 
workplace.

With additional pump up lumbar and seat slide options Tally helps the 
user to sit better, improving the posture and productivity of the user. 
For all of these reasons Tally is considered as a popular and reliable 
task chair.

choose between fixed or 
height adjustable arms 

the square design compliments the 
contempory office environment

ergonomically shaped high and 
medium back options

Synchro, ISB and PCB 
mechanism avaliable

base options: black nylon, satin 
or polished aluminium 

also avaliable as 
medium back


